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In his biography, Nobel Prize in Literature recipient Gabriel García Márquez wrote, “[E]veryone has three lives: a public life, a private life and a secret life.” Yet, in July 2012 alone, individuals within the United States spent 121 billion minutes sharing information on social media sites, blurring the apparent dichotomy between the discrete lives Mr. Márquez articulated.
To restore this progressively obscured contrast, Illinois recently amended its Right to Privacy in the Workplace Act (Privacy Act). As a result, Illinois employers cannot compel applicants or current employees to disclose their social media credentials. With this amendment, Illinois has ensured Mr. Márquez’s notion and the distinction between one’s public and private life endures.

ILLINOIS’ AMENDED RIGHT TO PRIVACY IN THE WORKPLACE ACT

Imagine an aspiring job candidate interviewing for his ideal position. He is donning a pressed suit, crisp white shirt and is confident in his proficiencies. However, just as the interview’s end draws near, the employer states, “Before I recommend you for the position, please provide your Facebook user name and password for company review.” Stunned, the candidate refuses to disclose this information and is not hired for the position. Essentially, Illinois’ Privacy Act amendment protects job seekers and current employees from this precise circumstance.

In fact, probing applicants and employees for their social media credentials has become a recurrent business practice, particularly in the law enforcement field where comprehensive background checks are advantageous. “Some compa-
nies and government agencies are going beyond merely glancing at a person’s social networking profiles and instead asking to log in as the user to have a look around.”

In 2012, Congress introduced legislation to prevent employers from demanding social media credentials. However, inaction since the bill’s introduction has allowed states to take the issue under their own control.

Consequently, Illinois amended its Privacy Act, making it illegal for employers to gain access to applicants’ and current employees’ social media credentials. Illinois’ amended Privacy Act reads, in relevant part:

It shall be unlawful for any employer to request or require any employee or prospective employee to provide any password or other related account information in order to gain access to the employee’s or prospective employee’s account or profile on a social networking website or to demand access in any manner to an employee’s or prospective employee’s account or profile on a social networking website.

Labeled the “Facebook Law,” Illinois’ Privacy Act now protects job seekers and employees while limiting restrictions on employer access to public domain information. One state legislator stated, “Any time you have high unemployment, we have barriers, and we have to do everything we can to help people get to work.” With the new legislation Illinois became the sixth state to ban employers from demanding social media credentials.

DEFINING SOCIAL NETWORKING

While social networking lacks a precise definition, the term generally refers to any electronic communication through which users create online communities to share information. Specifically, the Privacy Act defines social networking websites as any internet-based services allowing users to: (1) construct a public or semi-public profile; (2) create a list of users with whom they share a connection; and (3) view and navigate their list of connections and those made by others.

Consumers spend more time on social media networks than on any other category of sites. In fact, “[T]ime spent [on social networking websites] increased 24 percent over the same period [in 2011], suggesting that users are more deeply engaged.” In the United States, Facebook continues to be consumers’ most-visited social networking website, with roughly 152.2 million unique vis-
itors in 2012. Blogger and Twitter both trail Facebook in popularity, with 58.5 million and 37.0 million visitors during the same period respectively.

**Advocates & Opponents of the New Act**

Advocates of Illinois’ amended Privacy Act contend the law preserves current employees’ and job applicants’ privacy and prevents intentional discrimination in the workplace.

Proponents argue the amended Privacy Act preserves applicant and employee security against social media privacy invasions. In enacting the amendment, Illinois Governor Pat Quinn affirmed this notion stating, “[W]e’re dealing with 21st-century issues . . . privacy is a fundamental right.” In accordance, proponents assert that by demanding social media credentials, employers invade job seekers’ privacy interest. In fact, one proponent stated that demanding an individual’s social media credentials is “akin to requiring someone’s house keys.” Similarly, one of the amendment’s House sponsors noted, “[E]mployers certainly aren’t allowed to ask for the keys to an employee’s home to nose around there, and I believe that same expectation of personal privacy and personal space should be extended to a social networking account.”

In response, adversaries argue that job seekers and current employees willingly add information to their social media sites. Thus, this voluntarily entered material should be made available to employers who seek it. Proponents counter that while individuals certainly share information with others via social media, the information shared is communicated voluntarily and often with a selective audience. Disclosure under duress, i.e., an employer probing an applicant or employee for his or her social media credentials, is distinct from voluntary disclosure and is off-limits to employers. Indeed, Facebook’s Chief Privacy Officer, Erin Egan, agrees with this notion. According to Egan, an employer demanding credentials “undermines the privacy expectations and the security of both the user and the user’s friends.”

In addition to preserving confidentiality, proponents maintain that the Privacy Act limits intentional discrimination in the workplace. Specifically, advocates assert that if employers were allowed access to social media credentials, it would essentially “open the door” to intentional discrimination. “Online
profiles can contain information about a person’s religious beliefs, political affiliations and sexual preferences." If employers are granted access to such information, it may foster an environment where businesses hand-select certain candidates based on beliefs, political views, or sexual orientation. “[A]t the end of the day, you don’t want to create anything that hinders businesses but you want to ensure businesses are protected and employees are protected.”

Illinois’ amended Privacy Act opponents, on the other hand, argue that the law overregulates businesses and undermines employers’ ability to conduct comprehensive background investigations. Opponents contend the Privacy Act overregulates employers’ abilities to make business decisions. The Illinois General Assembly Labor Committee believed the amended Privacy Act is a quintessential illustration of government overregulation. Echoing this sentiment, another opponent suggested, “[T]his is a situation where a small number of employers you might count on one hand has single-handedly created more government regulation for the rest of the employers across America that do not solicit social media passwords.”

Rather than regulate hiring decisions, opponents maintain potential applicants should monitor their respective social media network posts. One opponent stated, “[I]f you have something that you don’t want anyone to know, maybe you shouldn’t be doing it in the first place.”

Moreover, adversaries claim the Privacy Act amendment undermines employers’ abilities to conduct thorough background investigations when needed for public safety. This is particularly important in the law enforcement field. Opponents believe law enforcement agencies across Illinois need social media credentials to get a “complete picture” of an applicant’s qualifications. However, critics argue alternative methods exist, such as monitoring public domains and company-provided email accounts.

CONCLUSION

“Never in the course of human interaction have so many shared so much about themselves with so many others.” Though Mr. Márquez believed individuals are entitled to a public and private life, the immense sharing between individuals on social networking sites has opened such notion up for debate.
Illinois’ recently amended Privacy Act reiterates Mr. Márquez’s notion and the distinction between one’s public and private lives endures. Yet, only time will tell whether such distinction will fall victim to social media’s increasing influence.
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